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What is a Wedding Butler?  What do they do for me?  How can they help me?  Why do I need them? 

 

 

Wedding Butlers provides assistance for brides and grooms in planning their destination wedding.  We are certified 

wedding planners through the Wedding Planning Institute of Canada and registered travel agents. We’ve 

combined both of these professions to create unique and personalized destination weddings. 

Our expertise comes from both formal education and from personal experiences. Book knowledge is wonderful but 

you can't touch the Caribbean Sea in a book and you can’t walk down a stretch of white sugary beach to your 

wedding alter in a book either. We fully believe that without personally experiencing what we do, we 

couldn't do it! 

 

Wedding Butlers provides packages for brides and grooms and their guests. We create custom packages specific for 

each destination wedding. Wedding Butlers plans destination weddings in Mexico, the Caribbean and 

Tahiti and her Islands. These are the destinations we travel to on a regular basis. We're so focused on these 

destinations and the Wedding Industry that our knowledge is always the most up-to-date! Plus, since we are 

focused on your most important day, your Wedding Day, we don't send you "just anywhere". Your destination 

wedding is the reason you are going away, so we recommend resorts that we know can suit your wedding day and 

your needs. In some cases, a destination wedding purchased from a full service travel agency may not have your 

wedding day as their top priority; some details may not even be organized until you meet with the on-site planner at 

the resort during the destination wedding week. This can leave a lot of unanswered questions and concerns up in the 

air until you arrive at destination.  

 

Besides providing travel arrangements for the bride and groom and their group and assisting in the selection of 

resort choices, Wedding Butlers will create a custom Wedding Website, custom e-invites and send out updates 

to the bride and groom’s group.  

To create the ultimate destination wedding Wedding Butlers will provide their recommendations in resorts and 

wedding packages to choose from. We are in constant connection with the on-site planner to explain and follow 

through with the bride and groom's preferences to create their perfect wedding. Wedding Butlers also create unique 

personalized experiences at your destination wedding by organizing activities like "Ladies Spa Parties" or "Private 

Sunset Catamaran Cruise".  

Your Wedding Day is our top priority. Each bride and groom will have unlimited consultations to create their 

dream day. We will assist in the selection of venues, locations, themes, meal choices, photography choices, flower 

selection and more. Anything "wedding related" we are part of it!  

We even will attend your destination wedding*. We are there to oversee all the on-site arrangements from start 

to finish. Making sure your Wedding Day goes exactly as planned.  

 

Wedding Butlers provides additional information and details regarding your destination wedding that most generic 

travel agents cannot or would not know to. A bride and groom's Wedding Day means everything to 

us. Wedding Butlers are part of every planning aspect to the destination wedding.  

 

If you are thinking of a destination wedding or have questions about a destination wedding please contact us. We 

are here to help and would love an opportunity to assist you in any way possible. Feel free to contact us for a free 

consultation.  


